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Construction begins on White River zip line
course 
by Brian Weiss @bweiss14

SLIDESHOW

       
White River zip line construction (Slideshow)
White River Zip Lines has begun construction on a $1
million zip line course that will feature eight different
runs, speeds of 25 mph and a 1,000 foot finishing
run.
By Brian Weiss
Click to View 13 slides

White River Zip Lines is the latest attraction to come from the same group behind White River Paintball and Indy Scream Park.
Thy've begun construction on a $1 million course that will feature eight different zip line runs, 75-foot launch platforms and a
1,000-foot dual zip line.

The idea dates back to when Indianapolis hosted Super Bowl XLVI and a temporary zip line was
built on Capital St.

"The popularity of it was actually bigger than most people had anticipated. People were selling
their tickets for $200. There was a waiting list for it," White River Zip Lines Marketing Director
Jon Pianki said.

Benjamin Nagengast, CEO of White River Zip Lines, traveled to several large zip line courses on
the West Coast to research the possibility of building a permanent course in Indiana.

"We decided to gather some of the best minds in the industry to design and build a massive,
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state-of-the-art course that would be a permanent attraction in Indianapolis," Nagengast said.

Construction of the zip line course began on Jan. 6 and is on pace to be finished in mid to late
April.

"We've been having a little bit of a problem with weather but not too bad. We're still pretty much
on schedule. We were back about a week but we were able to catch up," project overseer Brad
Alcoe said.

The course will cover a total distance of one mile and offer four dual zip lines for racing as well
as a chance for travelers to reach speeds of 25 mph.

As far as a target audience, Pianki said, "Adventure seekers, anyone who really wants the
experience of flying."

He also hopes it will attract not only people from Central Indiana and the rest of the state but
out-of-state thrill seekers as well.

When finished the course will become one of the biggest in the Midwest.

Pianki didn't rule out expansion either.

"There is a step two, a step three of what we're actually planning on doing with these zip lines
that is going to take it beyond just zip lines. It's going to be a lot of fun," Pianki said.
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Zip Line course opens to public
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Miller Time Podcast Episode #71
Jon and Flava Dave detail the Pacers' blueprint to beat the Heat
by Jon R. LaFollette

Indy AlleyCats break the Detroit Mechanix
The Indianapolis AlleyCats combined an offensive avalanche with tight defense to overpower the Detroit Mechanix
30-22 Saturday night in an American Ultimate Disc League game at Kuntz Stadium.
by NUVO Editors

Recap/Photo Analysis: Indy Eleven v Ottawa FC
The Saturday match ended 2-4 and, though coaches, players and fans alike are beyond ready for a win, Indy
continues to take to the field with an aggressive attack, creating numerous possibilities, just not finding the
elusive net as often as necessary to earn a W.
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Airport scraps Bieber-themed sculpture
The Indianapolis International Airport cancelled the installation of Tre Reising's "#belieb" over concern that it focuses on
"one particular celebrity, given recent news events."
by Scott Shoger

Slideshow: Butler Drops to .500
The Butler Bulldogs can't keep up with the visiting Xavier Musketeers on Tuesday evening, falling 64-50.
by TJ Foreman
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